
 
 

 
 

 
 Written by Dean and Ana 
Laughter! The Best Medicine! 
 
Cast: 

 
Twilight      Applejack       Fluttershy       RainbowDash      PinkiePie      Thor 

 
Rarity          Richard 
 

Spike: A young baby dragon who’s Twilight’s number one assistant. 
 

Kirby: A creature from Pop Star. He’s so round, he’s treated like a ball! 
 

Tiff: A young girl who’s intelligent for her age. 
 

Tuff: Almost an opposite of Tiff, he just likes to show off and pull pranks. 



 
 

 
 

 
 

Lololo & Lalala: Tiff and Tuff’s loyal servants/best friends. 
 

Tokkori: ??? 
 

Meta Knight: A valiant servant to Dedede, but does not follow what Dedede 
tries to dictate. 
 

Disclaimer:  
This episode may contain a series of too much laughter. If you suffer a case of wheezing or laughing 
syndrome from reading this, please stop reading, and run to your nearest ice cream parlor to order a 

root beer float. (This may not make sense, but it is kinda funny.) 
 

 
Prologue: 
 
A glorious afternoon in Ponyville. Twilight and Spike were walking around the market with Tiff, 
Tuff, Lololo, and Lalala. PinkiePie was being all hoppy around her. 
 
Twilight: Thanks for giving me a hoof with some stuff I needed to buy, Pinkie. 
 
PinkiePie: It’s not a problem, Twilight! Also, I’d like to thank Kirby for helping out as well! 
 
They see Kirby holding a HUGE amount of stuff on his back, and he wasn’t even breaking a sweat! A 
yellow bird flies around Kirby. 
 
Bird: Hurry it up, buddy! Don’t wanna keep us waiting! Let’s get a move on! 
 
Spike: … Um… Tiff? 
 
Tiff: Don’t worry, Spike. That’s just Tokkori for ya. 



 
 

 
 

 
Tuff: He’s not bad. He’s just… himself. 
 
Just then, Tiff accidentally bumped into a stallion. 
 
Tiff: Oh! Oh I’m sorry, sir! I didn’t see you coming! 
 
Stallion: Why don’t ya try and look where ya going?! (Leaves, angrily.) 
 
Lalala: Why did that pony yell at you, Tiff? 
 
All of a sudden, a female pony shoves Kirby out of the way, making him drop all the stuff he was 
carrying! 
 
Pony: Get a real job, sell-out! 
 
Kirby: ??? 
 
PinkiePie: ??? What’s going on with that pony?? 
 
Lololo: ??? What’s going on with THOSE ponies??? 
 
The group turns to see… every single pony in Ponyville… sad… depressed… angry, and slightly less 
colorful. They all also had some dark thunder clouds above their heads! 
 
Tokkori: Hey, what’s going on with these ponies? 
 
Kirby: Poyo… 
 
PinkiePie: Is it a bad day for the ponies?? 
 
Twilight: I… I dunno, PinkiePie… but… … Something’s wrong… … Something’s very wrong… 
 
PinkiePie: … … … 
 
 
Chapter 1: 
 
Back at Twilight’s house, Tiff and Twilight were frantically searching through some books to find 
some answers. 
 
Twilight: I just don’t understand it! Not one of my books has the answer to what is happening to all 
those poor ponies! (Flips through one book) Is it some kinda magical phenomenon that happens every 
hundred years?? Or is it some kinda disease that only magic can heal?? (Turns to Spike and the other 
boys.) I can use some HELP here, boys! 
 
Tiff: (Reads through a book) … … .. !!!! I found it! It’s called “Clouds of Depression”. It says that they 



 
 

 
 

only come every two-thousand years to bring depression and sadness to a certain town or city. Unless 
it leaves the town within a day, those clouds will remain on those poor ponies for another two 
thousand years! 
 
The group: !!!! 
 
Spike: Is there any kinda cure for it?? 
 
Tiff: (Flips through the pages) … … … I can’t find any! Not any! There is no cure for this! 
 
Lololo: What are we gonna do? 
 
Twilight: I dunno, guys… this is bad news for Ponyville. At the end of this day, everypony in 
Ponyville will end up in nothing but a depressing demise… 
 
Tokkori: (Mimics) DEMISE… (Normal) Hah! Hate to be THEM! (The group’s not happy with his remark.) … 
… What?! 
 
Twilight: We need to find a way to turn all those ponies back to normal. We can’t just have them 
depressed forever! What should we do?? 
 
PinkiePie: … !!! (Grabs Twilight) Twilight, we need our friends! 
 
Twilight: … Uh… whatta ya talking about, PinkiePie? 
 
PinkiePie: I know what to do! But we need our friends in order to help Ponyville! No time to talk 
about it! Have work to do! (Zooms off! … Leaving the group confused…) 
 
Spike: … I’m not sure what she’s up to… but I’m pretty sure she sounded a little serious… 
 
At Sweet Apple Acers… 
 
Twilight: Alright, guys. We just hafta persuade Applejack that something odd is going on, and ask her 
for our help! I’m pretty sure she’ll understand! (They look to see her… … less colorful… and with a 
tiny thundercloud above her head… feeling droopy and mad…) … … … Then again, maybe not. (They 
approach her.) 
 
Spike: Uh… Applejack? 
 
Applejack: Whatta ya want?! 
 
Spike: Um… we understand that your… … Under the weather and such, but… We need your help to fix 
up Ponyville. 
 
Applejack: Why should I help? Everything’s fine and dandy! Besides, I’m much happier where I am! 
 
Tuff: You don’t look so happy. 



 
 

 
 

 
Applejack: Oh I’m happy! I’m VERY happy, squirt! Now make like a drum and BEAT IT! (Turns around) 
 
Spike: … (Gets a sneaky idea) … Hey, Applejack! Look! There’s a bird on Kirby! 
 
Applejack: … (Turns to see Tokkori on Kirby.) … Yeah, so it is- (She looks to see herself… tied up in 
some rope, being dragged by Kirby) WHAT THE HAY ARE YA DOING!? 
 
Twilight: Sorry, AJ. It’s for your own good. 
 
Next scene, (The group was still dragging AJ on the ground.) at Rarity’s boutique… the heroes find 
Rarity just like AJ. Less colorful, and a small dark cloud above her. 
 
Rarity: I’m afraid I’m too upset to come with you, Twilight. I’m on the URGE to finish this little 
fashion project of mine… and… and… (Wails loudly) I CAN’T WORK UNDER THESE CONDITIONS!!! (Her face 
slams onto the counter.) WHY AM I SO STRESSED OUT????? (Wails loudly) 
 
Tokkori: Hey, you better fix that girl quick. Her crying is giving me a headache… 
 
Twilight: Um… Rarity, why don’t you come with us? We could use your help to… get this stress off of 
you. 
 
Rarity: … (Sniffs) You… you mean it? 
 
Twilight: OF course. (Smiles.) 
 
Rarity: … … … Well… Ok… (Sniffs) I promise not to cry anymore. 
 
Applejack: (Sarcastically) No no! PLEASE do some MORE crying! It’s MUSIC to my ears! (Kirby drags her 
away, not amused.) 
 
Next scene, the group looks up to see Fluttershy, RainbowDash, Thor, and Richard up high on the cloud… 
same as Rarity and Applejack. 
 
Lololo and Lalala fly upwards to the group. 
 
Lalala: Hi, guys! 
 
Fluttershy: … … … Hi. 
 
RainbowDash: What do YOU want? 
 
Lololo: Twilight and her friends wanna talk to you! 
 
Thor: Tell them to butt out. We’re too depressed to talk now… 
 
Lalala: But Twilight and the others need your help! Don’t you wanna help your friends?? 



 
 

 
 

 
The group: … 
 
Back at the ground, Tiff and Tuff saw Lololo and Lalala fall from the sky! They managed to catch 
them! 
 
Twilight: What happened?? (They all look up to see… the cloud carrying those depressed ponies were 
flying away!!) 
 
Spike: Oh no! They’re getting away! 
 
Rarity: Oh dear… we’ll never catch up to them… 
 
Tiff: We can’t! But KIRBY can! WARPSTAR! COME FORTH!! 
 
Kabu’s voice: WARPSTAR… (And just like that, a twinkle in the sky… warpstar appeared from the sky, 
and Kirby jumped on it, surfing in the air!) 
 
The group that was on the cloud realized Kirby was right on their tail! 
 
Richard: Hey, what’s he following us for? 
 
RainbowDash: Can’t they take a hint and leave us alone?! Let’s speed this up so we can have alone 
time. (They speed up!) 
 
Kirby tried his best to keep up, but they were gaining the upper hoof! 
 
Kirby then resorted to using his inhalation ability to drag back the group!!! 
 
The group: !!!!! 
 
Fluttershy: What-! What’s happening??? 
 
Thor: I dunno! (They look to see that they were being pulled back by Kirby’s inhalation!!) WHOA! That 
little dude’s sucking us up! 
 
RainbowDash: No way THAT’S gonna happen! (She and the others flap their wings as hard as they can 
to fly away! Kirby tried his best to bring them closer, and closer! Until…) 
 
SNAP!!!! The pegasi group was suddenly tied up by some strong rope! … And they started to fall. As 
soon as Kirby managed to catch his breath, he realized they were falling to their doom, and quickly 
swooped downward! He managed to catch the tied up pegasi… and gently tosses them to the ground. 
The others catch up! 
 
Tokkori: Well I’ll be! That little guy did it! 
 
Applejack: (Sarcastically) Wow, he SURE saved the day. 



 
 

 
 

 
Twilight: Wait… Who was the one that roped them up? (They look behind the tied up group to see… …) 
 
Meta Knight! He was the one that tied up the pegasi! 
 
Next scene: 
 
Meta Knight: I see. So this town may have this curse for two thousand years unless we stop it. 
 
Tiff: We still don’t know what the cure is! And we hafta get these ponies back to normal! 
 
Applejack: Why don’t ya look over at that huge tent there? I’m sure THAT will help ya out. 
 
Tokkori: Enough of the sarcasm, lady! It’s driving me nuts!! 
 
Twilight: Uh… Tokkori? … I don’t think she was sarcastic this time. (AJ was right! There really WAS a 
big yellow and orange striped tent right by them!) 
 
Spike: Hey, that tent wasn’t there before! 
 
Next scene. As the whole group steps inside, they heard somepony laughing. They all look up to see… 
PinkiePie, holding an umbrella, and balancing on a tightrope! 
 
Twilight: PinkiePie??? 
 
PinkiePie: !!! TWILIGHT! You got all our friends together! Great job! 
 
Twilight: I know but… what are you doing? 
 
PinkiePie: (Laughs) I wanna help cure everypony in Ponyville! So I thought, why not start a CIRCUS? 
Everypony LOVES a great laugh from a circus! (Laughs) 
 
Kirby: (He starts laughing too!) 
 
Twilight: Kirby, stop it! This is serious! There’s no time for silly laughter! We have work to do! 
 
Lalala: But what if PinkiePie knows what she’s doing? 
 
Spike: Laughter’s not gonna solve this problem! We need to get her down before-! 
 
Meta Knight: No. Let her be. I believe she may have something in mind. 
 
Tiff: TELL ME SHE’S NOT GONNA… 
 
Twilight: She’s gonna do it… 
 
WE DO NOT OWN THIS SONG 



 
 

 
 

 
♪PinkiePie:  I love to laugh! (Laughs!) 

Loud and long and clear! 
I love to laugh! (Giggles) 

♪So everypony can hear! 
 
She moon jumps on the tightrope as Kirby was laughing his head off! 
 

♪PinkiePie:  The more I laugh, (Giggles) 
The more I fill with glee! 
And the more the glee, 
(Twilight: Oh PinkiePie...) 

♪The more I'm a merrier me! 
(Most of the other ponies started giggling...) 
It's embarrassing! 
♪ ♪ The more I'm a merrier me! 
 
Tiff: PinkiePie this is not helping! (Meta Knight was laughing as well!) WHAA? META KNIGHT! Not you 
too! 
 
Meta Knight: (Chuckles) I must admit, this young lady has incredibly high spirits. 
 

♪Twilight: ...  Some people laugh through their noses. 
Sounding something like this. (Mimics it) Dreadful. 
Some people laugh through their teeth goodness sake, 

♪Hissing and fizzing like snakes. 
PinkiePie, this isn't helping! We have work to do! 
 
Most of the other Mane ponies started to laugh just a little. 
 
Rarity: Oh my... PinkiePie is making me feel so happy! 
 
Then, for some reason, Kirby sprang off! 
 
Tiff: !!! KIRBY! (Kirby makes his way up the ladder to join PinkiePie!) 
 

♪PinkiePie:  Some laugh too fast. (She mimics it) 
Some only blast! ... HAA!!! 

♪Others, they twitter like birds!  (She mimics that as well.) 
 
Tokkori: Hey! I don't laugh like that! 
 

♪PinkiePie:  Then there's the kind 
♪What can't make up their mind!  (She does all sorts of random laughing.) 

♪  When things strike me as funny 
I can't hide it inside! 
And squeak. YIP! as the squeakelers do! 



 
 

 
 

I've got to let go with a ho-ho-ho... 
(All of a sudden, Fluttershy started laughing her head off!) 
And a ha-ha- ♪ha...too! 
 
The thunder cloud above her head POOFED away! And she got her colors back again! She was laughing 
her head off! 
 
Fluttershy: (Laughs) Omigosh! I can't-! I can't stop laughing! (Laughs!) 
 
Spike: !!! Of course! Making the others laugh! That's the key! 
 
Twilight: … omigosh, Spike you're right! PinkiePie, I never thought I'd say this, but... 
DON'T STOP SINGING! (Lololo, and Lalala hoisted Fluttershy up on the tightrope!) 
 
PinkiePie: Hiya, Fluttershy! Come to join the fun?? 
 
Fluttershy: I sure have, PinkiePie! I feel SO much better! 
 
♪Both:  We love to laugh! (They Laugh!) 

Loud and long and clear! 
(As they continued laughing and singing, one by one, the Mane ponies were turning back to normal! 
They couldn't stop laughing! Tokkori, Lololo, and Lalala were carrying each of them to the tightrope!) 
We love to laugh! 
So everypony can hear! 
The more you laugh! 
(However, Rainbow wasn't laughing...) 
The more you fill with glee! 
(But then she started chuckling... and then...) 
And the more the glee! 

♪The more we're a merrier we! 
(Rainbow laughs her head off as she flies up to the tightrope! Everypony was laughing!) 
 
All of a sudden, the rope snapped and everypony CRASHED onto the ground right on top of Twilight 
and the others! But for some reason, they didn't care! They were still laughing with joy! 
 
 
Chapter 2: 
 
The group was trying to calm themselves down… 
 
Applejack: I hafta say PinkiePie… you REALLY know how to make a pony feel so much better! 
 
Twilight: How… how did all this happen? 
 
PinkiePie: Well, since everypony was feeling so down, I’d figured why not get them laughing to make 
them feel better? That’s when I thought of making a circus performance! … Starring US! 
 



 
 

 
 

The group: Huh?? 
 
RainbowDash: Oh no! NO WAY! I’m NOT gonna humiliate myself in front of EVERYPONY in Ponyville! 
 
Lalala: But if we don’t do it, those clouds will stay here forever! 
 
They all look outside to see… 
 
A strange fog cover up most of Ponyville. The sunny sky was now filled with nothing but dark grey 
clouds… 
 
Meta Knight: This is not good. Somehow this seems to be intensifying. 
 
Tiff: We hafta figure out a way to get all these ponies back to normal! 
 
PinkiePie: Let’s start the circus up!! All we hafta do is guide everypony here so they can see us 
perform! 
 
Tuff: Well, what have we got to lose? 
 
PinkiePie: Tiff, Tuff, you and your friends perform a show with us when we get everypony rounded 
up! 
 
Kirby: Poyo-poyo! 
 
Tiff: W-wait, what do you think we should do when it starts?? 
 
PinkiePie: You know! Do FUN STUFF! FUNNY STUFF! STUFF that’s FUNNY! Kirby! Say something funny! 
 
Kirby: … … … Poyo. 
 
PinkiePie: (Laughs) See what I mean?? It’s easy! And we want you to help perform an act until we 
get enough ponies back to normal! Everypony understands? 
 
… … … 
 
PinkiePie: Great! Let’s MOOOOOOOOOOVE OUT! (Hops out) HUP HUP HUP HUP! (The ponies follow out of the 
tent.) 
 
Richard: Are you sure you know what your doing, PinkiePie? 
 
PinkiePie: (Still hoping) I sure do! What everypony needs to have nowadays is a little something I like 
to call… A laughing place! 
 
RainbowDash: A what-now? 
 
PinkiePie: A laughing place! It’s where you find a place to stay in. And you LAUGH! That’s a laughing 



 
 

 
 

place! And so far, THAT tent over there is gonna be PONYVILLE’S laughing place! 
 
Fluttershy: Um… are you sure that this will work, PinkiePie? What if nopony comes? 
 
Twilight: Well, if it’s gonna get Ponyville back to normal, what have we got to lose? 
 
PinkiePie: Great! Let’s get to work! 
 
Next scene: 
 
Twilight and Spike come in with some supplies. 
 
Twilight: I’d figure maybe we can advertise Pinkie’s plan with picket signs! This will surely attract 
ponies to happiness. 
 
PinkiePie: (She holds up… a picket fence sign.) 
 
Applejack: That’s NOT what she meant, PinkiePie. 
 
Next scene, lots of ponies in Ponyville were still mopey, still depressed and still having rain clouds 
above their heads… 
 
PinkiePie: FILLIES AND GENTLECOLTS!!! COME ONE, COME ALL TO THE FUNNIEST SHOW ON EARTH!!! 
(Everypony turns to PinkiePie, and all her friends, dressed like clowns and other ridiculous antics.) 
 
Thor: This is so embarrassing… 
 
PinkiePie: Are you all feeling down in the DUMPS? Need something to cheer you up? Need a time to be 
HAPPY? Well WE’VE got just the right medicine for ya! Everypony can now find their OWN laughing 
place at the Ponyville Happy Place Circus! It’s just right over down yonder! Hurry on over if you 
wanna have happiness again! 
 
… The droopy ponies… … Decided to go. 
 
Rarity: PinkiePie, it’s WORKING! Everypony shall be back to normal in no time! 
 
Twilight: SO, what do you think we should perform first? 
 
PinkiePie: I got it covered, Twilight! I know the PERFECT act that we could do! 
 
Next scene: 
 
Twilight was… 
 
Twilight: PINKIEPIE… (She was on a unicycle, with PinkiePie and Spike on top of her, juggling some 
rubber balls) 
 



 
 

 
 

PinkiePie: Thank you ALL for coming, everypony! We understand your all feeling down in the dumps! 
(She points to some ponies while she continues talking. (And the balls were still juggling by 
themselves.)) So ME an all my friends are all willing to turn your frowns, upsidowns! 
 
Spike: Um, Pinkie? How are you making those balls juggle by themselves? 
 
PinkiePie: What are you talking about? (Uses her hooves to juggle them again) I’ve been juggling them 
this entire time! 
 
Spike: !??! … Never mind. 
 
PinkiePie: Without further ado, we present our VERY first act! The Kirby March! 
 
Kirby, dressed like a clown walks in, on a huge ball with Tiff and Tuff walking along side! Lololo, 
and lalala were above them as well! 
 
For some reason… nopony was clapping. The other Mane ponies were trailing from behind. Richard was 
trying to blow a trumpet. 
 
Rarity: Oh come now, Richard! You must put more… OOMPH in your step! Blow harder! 
 
Richard: (He blows the trumpet WAY too hard, and his face turns blue as he tries to breath…) 
 
RainbowDash: Well HE blew it. 
 
Fluttershy was trying to carry a huge drum set. 
 
Fluttershy: (Wheezing as she tries to continue on… She collapses and drum falls on top of her.) 
 
Thor tries to do some trapeze act, but… ends up knocking Kirby off by accident. Kirby plops to the 
ground… and skedaddles off from the group, afraid to be run over! 
 
Back on the tightrope… 
 
PinkiePie: For our FIRST act! Tiff and Fluttershy will pronounce the famous ballet, After-Winter-Wrap-
Up! 
 
A spotlight shines on Tiff, Fluttershy, and Kirby dressed like flowers. Kirby was just waving his arms, 
doing nothing. 
 
Fluttershy: Spring is finally in the air! And we flowers shall blossom to welcome the day that has 
arrived! 
 
Tiff: !!! But hark! A bee is coming! … … … *Ahem*. By HARK a BEE is COMING. (Rainbow flies in, 
dressed like a bee. … Not really happy.) 
 
RainbowDash: BUZZ BUZZ BUZZ… 



 
 

 
 

 
Fluttershy: EEK! Run! (She and Tiff run off… With Rainbow barely hovering around.) 
 
Kirby on the other hand, didn’t understand what to do, but ended up following the group. … Up until 
he got distracted by Rainbow’s tail. He jumped, and pulled Rainbow down, making her crash onto the 
ground. 
 
Tiff: KIRBY!! 
 
Up on the tightrope… 
 
Twilight: Ugh, he’s laying an EGG! PinkiePie, we need to do something! 
 
PinkiePie: You’re right! I’m gonna hafta get down there and help! This looks like a job for the 
Pinkster! (Jumps off, but… Twilight and Spike were losing balance on the unicycle!) 
 
Spike: OH NONONONONOWAITWAITWAITWAIT! (It was too late. They start to fall off.) 
 
Twilight: PINKIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!PINKIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!PINKIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!PINKIE!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! (CRASH!!!!!!) 
 
Onto the ground… 
 
PinkiePie: Fillies and gentlecolts! We apologize for the mistakes we made. But to make you ALL smile 
and joyful again! Here’s Fluttershy with some stand-up comedy! (A spotlight hits on Fluttershy.) 
 
Fluttershy: WHA?? But… BUT I-! I… I don’t know any jokes! I… … (GULPS) Uh… So… … What is the 
deal with people hating ponies? I mean, what did THEY ever do to THEM? And… and have you heard 
of the nasty eagle who wouldn’t share his breakfast with the bear? He just couldn’t… … BEAR it? (The 
audience didn’t respond.) … I can’t do this. Just… Just call on somepony else… 
 
PinkiePie: … G…Great show, Fluttershy. And… (Rarity walks up to her.) Huh? (Rarity whispers something. 
She winks and walks off) Ooh! Thanks, Rarity! Fillies and gentlecolts! Allow me to present Rarity the 
Great! And her assistant, THOR! 
 
A spotlight hits on Rarity, dressed like a magician, and Thor, in a tuxedo. 
 
Rarity: By the power of magic! (She throws around purple dust as it slithers around her.) I, Rarity 
the Great shall give you, the act of disappearance! (Claps her hooves.) 
 
Thor groans as he jumps into a small crate, locking it up. 
 
Rarity: Now, when I open this ordinary crate! The young handsome colt you see in here shall 
disappear before your very eyes! 
 
Colt from the crowd: The only thing that should disappear is YOU! 
 
Rarity: WHAT?! WHO SAID THAT?! I DEMAND TO KNOW WHO DID!! (Some of the audience started throwing 



 
 

 
 

some rotten food at Rarity!!) AAUGH!! OW!! STOP IT! … UGH!!! INGRATES! (She leaves. But…) 
 
Thor: (Inside the crate) … Rarity? … RARITY!!! RARITY!!! LEMME OUT!!!!!!!!! 
 
Most of the droopy ponies started to leave! 
 
PinkiePie: (Gasps!!) N-NO!! WAIT!!! Everypony! Wait!! We still didn’t do the shooting out of the cannon 
thingy!! Everypony come back! (What she didn’t notice was that she stepped on… a catapult that was 
placed under her!) … Huh. When did we get this? 
 
She was sailing through the air as the catapult flung her off!!! She got caught in the nets holding 
parts of the tent up!! 
 
Twilight: !!! PINKIEPIE! 
 
PinkiePie: Don’t worry about me! Just get the show running! 
 
Spike: I’m already on it! (He takes out some torches, blows fire on it, and starts juggling them!) 
 
Lololo: Wow, look at Spike go! 
 
Tuff: How did he get so good?? 
 
Spike: Easy! I’ve been doing this for… 
 
RainbowDash: Years?? 
 
Spike: Nope! For only two days! And I haven’t missed-! 
 
Applejack: Once at all? 
 
Spike: Nope! FREQUENTLY! (He drops them all by accident!) WHOOPS! 
 
The torches landed on a few things, making them catch fire! One of them actually was set to the 
nets! And up high, trapped in the nets was… 
 
PinkiePie: AAAAUGH!!!!! 
 
The group: PINKIEPIE!!!!! 
 
Then there was trouble! The flames also set off some rockets and fireworks that were scattered! They 
FWOOSHED and ZINGED everywhere into the tent, making holes, and setting parts on fire!!!!! All the 
ponies from the audience started to flee!!! 
 
Thor: We hafta get outta here!!! (How did he get outta the box? … Who cares?) 
 
Rarity: Wait! PINKIEPIE! (PinkiePie was struggling to get out of the nets that were going to be 



 
 

 
 

engulfed by the fire!!!!) 
 
PinkiePie: SOMEPONY!! HEEELP!!! 
 
All of a sudden, Meta Knight ran in, and using his sword… SLASH!!!!! He managed to cut the nets, 
freeing Pinkie! She crashed on the ground, and managed to escape the tent that was still raging with 
fire! 
 
Outside, the group starred in horror… 
 
Tokkori: Now look what ya guys did! (And then, the dark cloud started to make it rain… It did put 
the fire out though…) 
 
Rarity: … This is just awful… 
 
Fluttershy: We failed… 
 
Kirby: Poyo… 
 
Lalala: At least no one was hurt… 
 
Tiff: ??? Hey… where’s… Where’s PinkiePie? (They look around until…) 
 
They see her from a distance. 
 
Twilight: … … … PinkiePie… 
 
 
Chapter 3: 
 
PinkiePie didn’t say anything. … She sat on the ground, feeling so miserable and guilty. … She started 
crying. The group walked up to her. 
 
Richard: PinkiePie? … Are you ok? 
 
PinkiePie: (Continues crying…) 
 
Meta Knight: … It seems there is nothing we can do. 
 
Twilight: … PinkiePie… (Walks up to her) … You did your best, Pinkie. But we just couldn’t do it. 
 
PinkiePie: No! This just can’t be happening! THAT place that I put my heart and soul into was to 
make EVERYPONY happy again! The ONLY place so far to cheer them up! Their LAUGHING PLACE… … Did 
I choose the wrong place? … Did I just choose wrongly? Or… … Maybe I don’t really UNDERSTAND what 
a laughing place is. 
 
Twilight: … I think I figured it out, PinkiePie. You wanted to find a place that will make anypony 



 
 

 
 

happy. A circus is not a bad idea. But… Maybe your just thinking wrong. … A laughing place isn’t a 
physical REAL place. … But maybe a laughing place… is something in your heart? 
 
PinkiePie: ??? 
 
RainbowDash: She’s right! You’re practically happy ALL the time! So EVERYWHERE’S your laughing 
place! 
 
Rarity: You don’t have to go to just ONE destination to find happiness! 
 
Applejack: You can find it in yourself! 
 
Tiff: That’s right! 
 
Tuff: Like Tokkori! He’s bit sour, but Kirby always cheers him up! 
 
Tokkori: OH YEAH?! Well-! … (sighs) … You know what, he’s right! 
 
Kirby: Poyo poyo! 
 
Meta Knight: (Nods) 
 
PinkiePie: … … (Smiles. Sniffs) … I would be NOTHING without you guys! You know that right? (They 
all laugh and hug her!) COME ON, PONIES! LET’S GO FIND PONYVILLE’S laughing place! (She laughs her 
head off as she hops away!) 
 
Next scene, in the center of Ponyville, PinkiePie was showing a group of droopy ponies a whiteboard. 
 
PinkiePie: I apologize for the circus incident before, everypony. But now I’m going to REALLY make you 
guys happy again with a little something I like to call… a laughing place! But what IS a laughing 
place, you may ask? It’s a place where you LAUGH! A-DOY! (Spike does a rim shot.) Now then! I will 
show you all how to FIND your own laughing place!) (She starts making some direction doodles on the 
board.) Now THIS is the best way to find the place! You’re gonna hafta follow these directions 
exactly and preciously! Without getting lost! Or going in circles! (Ends up ripping the paper and ends 
up inside.) Cuz’ if ya do that you get dizzy! And then-! … Hey! W-what-! Who turned out the 
lights??? (She pops out of it, giggling) 
 
… For some reason… one of the ponies started giggling! 
 
PinkiePie: See what I mean? I found MY laughing place! … And I feel a SONG coming to teach you ALL 
how to find YOURS! 
 
Note: We don’t own this song. 
 
Next scene, as the heroes were doing all sorts of funny things to keep Ponyville happy again, they 
start singing! 
 



 
 

 
 

The group: ♪  Everypony’s got a laughing place, 
A laughing place, 
To go-ho-ho! 
Take a frown, turn it upside down, 
And you’ll find yours I know-ho-ho!♪ 
 
As the song continues, Kirby was balancing on a ball, but falls on top of Spike. They both laugh! And 
just like that… … Most of the tiny clouds from the ponies… were disappearing!! 
 
The group: ♪  Everypony’s got a laughing place, 
A laughing place, 
To go-ho-ho! 
Take a frown, turn it upside down, 
And you’ll find yours I know-ho-ho!♪ 
 
Twilight: !!! PinkiePie! It’s working! Let’s keep on trucking! 
 
PinkiePie: Yes sir, ma’am sir! (Laughs) 
 
As they trot around Ponyville, making it all happy again, the song continues!! 
 
PinkiePie:♪  Hee, hee, hee, hee, ha, ha, ha! 
Boy am I in luck! 
I think about my laughin' place! 
HA HA HA HA HA HA HA HA! 
Everypony’s got a laughin' place, 
A laughin' place, to go ho-ho! 
Take a frown, turn it upside-down, 
And you'll find yours I know ho-ho!♪ 
 
All the other ponies started following along! 
 
PinkiePie:♪  Boy are we in luck! 
We think about our laughin' place! 
(Everypony laughs!) 
Everypony’s got a laughin' place, 
A laughin' place, to go ho-ho! 
Take a frown, turn it upside-down, 
And you'll find yours I know ho-ho!♪ 
 
Everypony started laughing their heads off! And before you know it. There wasn’t ONE pony in 
Ponyville depressed anymore! All their tiny clouds above their heads ceased to exist! 
 
Song ends. 
 
The group managed to catch their breath! 
 



 
 

 
 

Twilight: (Sighs) … You did good, PinkiePie. You really did. 
 
RainbowDash: Just one problem. We still have THOSE clouds up there. (They see the sky still filled 
with dark clouds.) 
 
Fluttershy: Oh. We forgot about that… 
 
Then all a sudden, PinkiePie started glowing white! 
 
PinkiePie: ????? (She started floating in midair!!) 
 
Twilight: PINKIE???? 
 
Tokkori: Hey, what’s with the light show?! 
 
Meta Knight: … Can this be? 
 
Pinkie had no idea what was going on. She shut her eyes… and when they opened. They were pure 
white!! FLASH!!!!!!!!! Just like that, the white flash made all the clouds in the sky disappear!! The sky 
was once again beautiful, with the sun hanging high!! 
 
PinkiePie was back to normal as she… … Landed on her rump. 
 
The group was stunned. 
 
PinkiePie: What… Was THAT just now? 
 
RainbowDash: You tell US! You just started glowing! 
 
Meta Knight: So… The Legend of the Dragon Elements has come. (Points to Pinkie) As SO on HER! 
 
PinkiePie: ???? (She looks on her left shoulder to see… A Chinese Symbol of Light!!) !!!!!!! 
 
Rarity: PinkiePie! You found the Dragon Element of Light!! 
 
PinkiePie: I… … I did? 
 
Tiff: Wait a minute! How do YOU know about these Dragon Elements, Meta Knight?? 
 
Meta Knight: I have my sources… 
 
Tokkori: (Sarcastically) Great answer! 
 
PinkiePie: … Um… how did I earn this again? 
 
Twilight: I think I know! It must be your happiness and joy that awakened this element, Pinkie! It’s 
like I said before! A laughing place doesn’t have to be physical! You just find it in your heart! … 



 
 

 
 

Like a light at the end of the tunnel! 
 
PinkiePie: … (Smiles in joy… and hugs her friends) Thank you everypony! Wait till DM hears about 
THIS! (They all laugh) 
 
 
Epilogue: 
 
At DM’s house… 
 
DM: You found your element from LAUGHTER? 
 
PinkiePie: Yeeeeup! And I used it to SAVE all of Ponyville! 
 
DM: (Giggles) It’s just like those stories of unlikely heroes. You’re obviously one of them! 
 
Tokkori: The ONLY unlikely hero is Kirby! He doesn’t even understand English! 
 
Kirby: Poyo. 
 
PinkiePie: All I know is, I’m TOTALLY prepared to face what’s out there! I’ll LAUGH at their face till 
I can’t LAUGH anymore! … Now let’s all have a good end of the story laugh! 
 
… … … They do just that. 
 
Twilight’s voice: PinkiePie’s element of Light has awakened. The others still need to catch up! Who 
will get theirs next? We’ll soon see! Stay tuned! 
 
  The Adventure Continues. 
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